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against each other, as is prudent, nevertheless in their bargain OCLI has
been left with residual control of the joint investment (i.e., Flex). This
control is effected through OCLI's power to designate a majority of the
board. This residual power to control the parties' joint investment, gives
rise to a fiduciary duty. The fiduciary duty is a broad duty of loyalty that
demands that one who agrees to the control of the property in which
another has an equitable interest will exercise that control with due regard
for the legitimate interest of the other in the property.
[7-8] The core element of the fiduciary duty of loyalty impressed upon
corporate directors is a good faith attempt to exercise power over
corporate property or process so as to advance legitimate interests of the
corporation and not for any selfish reason. When a corporate fiduciary
authorizes a transaction that confers a special benefit on himself or an
affiliate, he assumes a burden to show that sound reasons, independent of
the benefit that he derived, supported the transaction and its terms were
completely fair in light of those reasons and other relevant factors (e.g.,
market prices).
[9-11] As the Flex board considers whether and when it should
authorize the sale of authorized stock, it cannot in its present
circumstances fail to help or to hurt the financial interests one of its two
principle shareholders. If the board were to authorize action that assists
the financial interests of OCLI, its controlling shareholder, the directors
will bear a burden to establish that the decision to do so is fully justified
by a corporate purpose and that in fact it was not motivated in any
substantial part by a desire to employ corporate power to assist the
interest of the controlling shareholder at the cost to the minority
shareholder. This simply is the classic role of the fiduciary duty in a
self-interested context: to supply an ex post fairness check on the
multifarious exercises of power that cannot efficiently or feasibly be
governed specifically ex ante by the parties in their contracts. The
fiduciary analysis is specific and textured. It does not lend itself to rule-
bounded formulation. This is the source of its strength and of its
weakness.
[12] In this circumstance of inevitable conflicting interest and control
by one of the two investors, it is the fiduciary analysis that will in the
end provide the rule of decision, when the question is, if it ever is
presented, whether the issuance of stock authorized by the Flex board
constitutes a breach of duty.
[13-15] In corporation law, fiduciary analysis is a different
(supervening) level of analysis from legal analysis. That is, the question
whether an act constitutes a breach of fiduciary duty and is subject to
possible equitable remedy, such as rescission, is distinct from the question
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whether such an act was properly authorized or is legally valid. The
foundational fact of fiduciary obligations is that they are equitable in
origin and impose an equitable obligation "on top of," so to speak, duly
exercised legal power. Thus, regardless of the fact that the Flex board
may have the legal power to sell authorized stock, should it do so in the
present circumstances, it would be under a duty to justify any such action
to a court of equity as fair in the circumstances.
[16-17] I take this to be fundamental and well understood. The
second elementary concept of Delaware corporation law that is related to
the idea that analysis of corporate transactions may occur at a legal level
of analysis and at an equitable level, is the doctrine of independent legal
significance holds that legal action authorized under one section of the
corporation law is not invalid because it causes a result that would not be
achievable if pursued through other action under other provisions of the
statute. E.g., Rothschild International Corp. v. Liggett Group, Inc., Del.
Supr., 474 A.2d 133 (1984). That doctrine applies to exercise of legal
power. It does not apply to fiduciary review. These two points --the bi-
level nature of corporate law and the doctrines of independent legal
significance-- would come together to require the rejection of the claim
asserted in the Fourth Claim of the complaint. That is, under the doctrine
of independent legal significance, the fact that the proposed transaction
could not be accomplished in a way that required shareholder approval,
does not mean that an alternative way to accomplish the same end is
"unauthorized" or "invalid" or "void".
[18] This conclusion does not mean that it is always irrelevant that a
board attempts to accomplish a transaction in a way other than a more
conventional way that is blocked. In some circumstances, especially
where the transaction has a disparate effect on shareholders and the board
or a controlling shareholder benefits disproportionately, such transaction,
though legally valid, will be subject to fiduciary or fairness review.
[19-20] All of this is prologue to the question whether the Flex board
lacks legal power to sell authorized stock so that any attempt to do so,
under circumstances of the kind the evidence shows, would be
"unauthorized" "legally invalid" or "legally void". With respect to this
substantive question I note that nothing has been shown that constitutes
a binding relinquishment by the Flex board of its legal power to sell
authorized stock. Any exercise of that power in circumstances of the
kind now present will, as I have indicated above, be subject to a fiduciary
duty level of review. But it cannot be concluded that the board lacks
legal authority to sell authorized shares or that it would be ultra vires for
it to do so. No express term of a contract purports to do so and its
fiduciary duty is not implicated in the question of legal authority.
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V.

Thus most of the issues that will inevitably arise from any attempt
by the conflicted board to complete a stock sale that would qualify as an
initial public offer under the shareholder agreements, remain for future
adjudication once a real transaction is formulated.
[21] The questions of legal authority can be settled now, but in these
circumstances other pertinent issues remain. As a practical matter it may
be a challenge hereafter to afford timely protection to the legal interests
and claims of all involved parties. How can an IPO of even the available
16,000 shares (if such a thing is technically possible and financially
feasible) be completed if the underwriter understands that some risk of
the imposition of an equitable remedy exists. Furthermore, from the
perspective of the other side, further questions remain. For example, if
a "registered private placement" to a third party (which did constitute an
IPO under the 1994 agreements) were completed before a hearing on the
fiduciary duty question was held, what effect would that have upon
SICPA's call rights in the event the sale was later found to constitute a
breach of loyalty? The decided cases offer guidance. These problems
are not insuperable, but they do present grist for the legal mill. I note
that even if an IPO were quickly accomplished before a hearing on the
fiduciary claim, if a breach of fiduciary duty were thereafter determined,
a court that had jurisdiction over OCLI would not be powerless to shape
and force a remedy that fully restores the rights of persons affected.

It would appear to be in the best interest of both sides, in the event
the Flex board resolves to attempt a sale of the sort earlier contemplated,
to cooperate, in order to have a prompt pre-distribution hearing on the
fiduciary (and any related contract) claims. While such a procedure may
impose some delay, and thus market risks and other costs, I am not sure
another way exists to protect all interests in this fundamentally conflicted
situation. In all events, if an IPO is attempted the court will be available,
upon the filing of a further complaint, at the behest of either party.

The parties shall confer and attempt to agree on a form of order
implementing the foregoing.
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STIRLING INVESTMENT HOLDINGS, INC.
v. GLENOIT UNIVERSAL, LTD.

No. 15,529

Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle

February 12, 1997

Plaintiff sought an order temporarily restraining the defendant from
disclosing the terms of an agreement between them. Defendant planned
to issue $100 million in bonds through private placement which would
require disclosure of information contained in the agreement. Plaintiff
contended that, under their agreement, such disclosure could not be
accomplished without plaintiff's written permission, which it refused to
grant.

The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Jacobs, granted
plaintiff's request for restraining order finding that plaintiff had asserted
a colorable claim of a contractual right to maintain the confidentiality of
the terms of the agreement, despite ambiguity of contract language. The
court found that any risk of harm to defendant did not outweigh the risk
of harm to plaintiff and would be mitigated because: (1) the court
intended to expedite the preliminary injunction proceeding, and (2) the
plaintiff was willing to post a bond to protect defendant from the risk of
adverse fluctuations in the market.

1. Injunction OTr 138.6, 138.15, 138.18, 150

A temporary restraining order may be granted where plaintiff
demonstrates that it has a colorable claim on the merits, it will suffer
irreparable harm if relief is not granted, and the balance of hardships
favor the moving party.

2. Contracts 0 143(2)
Injunction C= 134, 138.18, 150

Where contract language is ambiguous and the court concludes that
the language does not compel acceptance of either party's interpretation,
the court may find that plaintiff has asserted a colorable claim as a
necessary element in granting a temporary restraining order.
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3. Injunction O 138.6

In determining the element of irreparable harm as necessary in
granting a temporary restraining order, where plaintiff company contends
that disclosure of terms of an agreement will lead to publicity in the
foreign press that could lead to political or physical attacks on the
families of its principals, the claim is without merit since it is vague and
speculative, and reflects harm to plaintiff's principals rather than to
plaintiff company.

4. Injunction C= 134, 138.6, 138.15

In determining the element of irreparable harm as necessary in
granting a temporary restraining order, where plaintiff contends that
disclosure of terms of an agreement will result in the elimination of any
possibility of settling pending litigation between foreign governmental
authorities and plaintiff's principals, the claim is without merit in that it
may seek to enlist the court's processes to interfere with a foreign
government's efforts to acquire material information concerning
plaintiff's principals.

5. Injunction C= 138.6, 138.9

In determining the element of irreparable harm as necessary in
granting a temporary restraining order, where plaintiff asserts that
disclosure of terms of an agreement will result in loss of a contract right
of confidentiality for which plaintiff bargained and for which it paid by
accepting a lower sales price for its stock than it would otherwise have
received had defendant been sold publicly to the highest bidder,
irreparable harm will occur in loss of that right if information prohibited
by contract from disclosure were publicly disclosed and could not be
adequately remedied by an award of damages.

6. Injunction 0 134, 138.15

Risk of harm to the defendant from being temporarily restrained,
where it will endure the risk of a detrimental change in the market, does
not outweigh the risk of harm to plaintiff where the risk to defendant is
mitigated by the court's intention to expedite the preliminary injunction
proceeding, and where plaintiff is willing to post a bond to protect
defendant against the risk of adverse fluctuations in the bond market.
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Stephen V. Lamb, Esquire, and Andre G. Bouchard, Esquire, of Lamb &
Bouchard, Wilmington, Delaware; and Stuart L. Shapiro, Esquire, of
Shapiro & Allen, New York, New York, of counsel, for plaintiffs.

A. Gilchrist Sparks, Esquire, of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell,
Wilmington, Delaware; and Sarah Slover, Esquire, of Kirkland & Ellis,
New York, New York, of counsel, and Jeffrey Rosen, Esquire, of
Kirkland & Ellis, Washington D.C., of counsel, for defendants.

JACOBS, Vice-Chancellor

The plaintiff filed this action and concurrently therewith a motion
for a temporary restraining order, together with supporting documents, at
approximately 4:00 p.m. on Monday, February 10, 1997. The defendants
submitted a responsive brief and supporting documents in opposition to
the motion at approximately 9:30 p.m. that same evening. The motion
was heard at 9:30 a.m. on the following day, Tuesday, February 11,
1997. This is the Opinion of the Court on the motion for a temporary
restraining order. Because of the confidential nature of the subject matter
at issue, the briefs and supporting documents have been filed under seal,
and because of the constraints of time, the Court's discussion of the facts
and issues is abbreviated.

I.

Stirling Investment Holdings, Inc. ("Stirling") seeks an order
temporarily restraining the defendant, Glenoit Universal, Ltd. ("Glenoit"),
from disclosing any terms of a certain agreement (the "Agreement")
between Stirling and Glenoit. The dispute arises in the following context:
Glenoit currently plans to issue $100 million of bonds in a private
placement offering, and then to register the bonds with the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission for public resale. It is undisputed
that those bond transactions, if consummated, would require the
disclosure of certain terms of the Agreement. If the pending motion is
granted, those transactions would be temporarily halted.

Stirling's motion rests upon its claim that the Agreement
contractually requires Glenoit to obtain Stirling's written permission
before it may make any disclosures of its terms -- permission that Stirling
thus far has refused to grant. Stirling contends that unless this Court
grants temporary relief protecting its contractual right to "veto" any action
by Glenoit that otherwise would result in those prohibited disclosures, it
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will suffer irreparable harm. Stirling's claimed veto right is based upon
Section 8.7 of the Agreement, which provides:

8.7 Confidentiality. The parties hereto agree to keep
confidential this Agreement, the terms hereof and the
transactions contemplated herein, except that the Company
may (i) make this Agreement available to any of its
financing sources and their prospective syndicate members
in connection with the Recapitalization and (ii) make public
announcements, including press releases, related to this
Agreement or the transactions contemplated herein, or other
related announcements to the employees, customers or
suppliers of the Company and its Subsidiaries with the prior
written approval of the Stockholder. Nothing in this Section
8.7 shall prevent any person from complying with any
applicable laws or regulations or with the requirements of
any legal or regulatory proceedings or Governmental Body.
(emphasis added)

Glenoit concedes that except for the final (underscored) sentence
of Section 8.7, it would be contractually obligated to obtain Stirling's
permission before it could make the proposed disclosures in the bond
offering. Glenoit's position, however, is that Section 8.7 unambiguously
entitles it to make those disclosures without first obtaining Stirling's
written permission, because those disclosures are necessary to "[comply]
with applicable [securities] laws or regulations." That is, Glenoit claims
that the final (underscored) sentence of Section 8.7 confirms its right, free
of any contractual restraint, to disclose whatever terms of the Agreement
are legally required to consummate transactions in the course of its
normal business - including refinancing. Stirling further argues that the
parties clearly contemplated such disclosures when they entered into the
Agreement, and that any other interpretation would lead to absurd results.

In response, Stirling argues that Section 8.7 unambiguously
requires its prior approval of disclosure of any of the terms of the
Agreement and that therefore it has the right to "veto" any transaction
Glenoit undertakes that would require disclosure of the Agreement or its
terms. Under Stirling's reading, the last sentence of Section 8.7 entitles
Glenoit to make the otherwise contractually prohibited disclosures only
in response to actions independently initiated by a government agency
(such as a subpoena) that require such disclosures. Nor, according to
Stirling, may Glenoit avail itself of that exception to the confidentiality
requirement where (as here) it voluntarily creates the situation where the
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prohibited disclosures become legally required. To hold otherwise,
Stirling says, would enable Glenoit to deny Stirling the very
confidentiality right for which it specifically bargained.

II.

[1] To prevail on its motion, Stirling must demonstrate that: (i) it has
a colorable claim on the merits; (ii) it will suffer irreparable harm if relief
is not granted; and (iii) the balance of hardships favors the moving party.
Cottle v. Carr- Del. Ch., C.A. No. 9612, Allen, C. (Feb. 9, 1988), Mem.
Op. at 5-7; Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Price. Del.
Ch., C.A. No. 11097, Allen, C. (Sept. 13, 1989), Mem. Op. at 4-5.
[2] Regarding the merits, the Court is unable to conclude that the
language of the last sentence of Section 8.7 is so clear that it compels
accepting either side's contract interpretation as a matter of law. In this
particular context, the Court finds that language to be ambiguous. Nor,
based on the limited extrinsic evidence submitted to date, is the Court
able to conclude as a matter of law that the parties intended for Section
8.7 to be interpreted as Glenoit advocates. Further proceedings based on
a more developed record are needed to resolve that issue. Accordingly,
the Court finds that Stirling has asserted at least a colorable i.e.
litigable) claim that Glenoit is contractually required to obtain Stirling's
written permission before disclosing the terms of the Agreement in
connection with the proposed bond offering.

Respecting the element of irreparable harm, Stirling contends that
disclosure of the terms of the Agreement will lead to the following
consequences: 1) publicity in the foreign press that could lead to political
(and possibly physical) attacks on the family of Stirling's principals, some
of whom are foreign citizens; 2) the elimination of any possibility of
settling certain pending litigation between foreign governmental
authorities and Stirling's principals; and 3) loss of the contract right of
confidentiality for which Stirling bargained, and for which it paid by
accepting a lower sales price for its stock than it would otherwise have
received had Glenoit been sold publicly to the highest bidder.
[3-5] The plaintiff's first claim of irreparable harm appears to be vague
and speculative. Moreover, the claimed irreparable harm would be
inflicted not upon Stirling, but upon its principals. The plaintiff's second
claim raises the concern of whether this Court's processes are being used
to interfere with a foreign government's efforts to acquire information
material to the claims it is asserting against Stirling's principals. The
third claim of irreparable harm, however, is clearly valid. This Court has
found that Stirling has asserted a colorable claim of a contractual right to
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maintain the confidentiality of the terms of the Agreement If that right
it is ultimately validated, it would be irretrievably lost if the prohibited
information were publicly disclosed, and that loss could not be adequately
remedied by an award of damages. On that basis, Stirling has
demonstrated that it would be irreparably harmed by the disclosure of the
contractually prohibited information.
[6] Finally, in balancing the equities, the Court finds that any risk of
harm to Glenoit from being temporarily restrained does not outweigh the
risk of harm to Stirling were relief to be denied. The Court is informed
that the current bond market is highly favorable for the private placement,
and that if a temporary restraining order is granted, Glenoit will be forced
to endure the risk that the market could change to its detriment. That
risk, however, will be mitigated because (i) the Court intends to expedite
the preliminary injunction proceeding, and (ii) the plaintiff is willing to
post a bond to protect Glenoit against the risk of adverse fluctuations in
the bond market. Other than that market risk, the defendants have shown
no reason why a brief delay would jeopardize the consummation of the
proposed bond transaction. Accordingly, the Court concludes that the
equities favor granting the plaintiff's motion.

For the above reasons, the plaintiff's motion will be granted.
Counsel shall confer and promptly submit an appropriate form of
temporary restraining order, which shall be conditioned upon the plaintiff
furnishing an appropriate bond. Should counsel be unable to agree on the
amount of the bond, the parties shall promptly submit their respective
positions to the Court. Counsel shall also confer promptly among
themselves and with the Court to establish a discovery and briefing
schedule, as well as a hearing date with respect to the plaintiff's
application for further injunctive relief.
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THORPE v. CERBCO, INC.

No. 11,713

Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle

February 6, 1997

Plaintiffs, shareholders in defendant corporation, applied for an
award of attorneys' fees in a derivative action against defendants,
directors of the corporation. This first application was denied because the
prosecution of the case yielded no substantial benefit to the corporation.
On appeal of the case, the supreme court held that there was a basis for
an award of damages because the breach of loyalty by the defendants had
resulted in either a gain to the defendants or a loss to the corporation.
Thus, the case was remanded for a determination of the amount that the
corporation was entitled to recover. This action was a renewed
consideration of plaintiffs' application in light of the supreme court's
determinations and the revised judgment on remand.

The court of chancery, per Chancellor Allen, concluded that the
common fund represented by the former judgment constituted the only
substantial benefit to the corporation that was not highly speculative.
Thus, the court awarded plaintiffs one-third of the common fund for
attorneys' fees. Plaintiffs were also awarded all of their incurred court
costs.

1. Corporations Ct 214
Costs C 194.10, 194.16, 194.42

The application for fees will be denied where the prosecution of
the case on behalf of a nominal defendant yielded no substantial benefit
to the nominal defendant or its shareholders; therefore, no equity existed
in forcing the nominal defendant or its shareholders indirectly to bear the
costs in attorney's fees and other expenses that the prosecution of the
case entailed.

2. Appeal and Error 0 1097(1), 1195(1)

Pursuant to the doctrine of law of the case, the findings and
conclusions in an earlier application will not be revisited in a renewed
petition unless there are good grounds to do so.
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3. Appeal and Error 0!= 1097(1)

The doctrine of law of the case promotes efficiency and
fundamental fairness in cases by counseling against the reconsideration
of issues that have already been decided.

4. Appeal and Error C= 1193, 1195, 1196, 1206

When an appellate court reviews the judgment of a trial court, the
trial court will follow any direction given by the higher court and
otherwise respect its determinations of law and fact.

5. Appeal and Error 0!= 1097(1), 1195(1)

Unless the appellate court has either expressly or impliedly
overturned the trial court's findings, the doctrine of law of the case
dictates that ordinary prior findings of the trial court continue as
authoritative in the case.

6. Appeal and Error - 1097(5), 1197

Where the supreme court has reversed findings or conclusions of
a prior proceeding, the court on remand may only take up those matters
for new or different analysis.

7. Appeal and Error 0=1 984(5), 1197

Where the supreme court mandates a court on remand to reconsider
the question of attorneys' fees again, the court on remand is not required
to revisit and revise the substantive arguments made in determining the
first petition for fees in those instances where no reversible error was
found in the prior analysis and especially where no different or new
information is available.

8. Corporations O 214
Costs (m 194.42

A substantial, identifiable economic benefit to defendant from the
plaintiffs' effort in litigating its case must be shown in order to obtain an
award of attorneys' fees.
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9. Corporations r 214
Costs C=r 194.10, 194.42

Where the record shows that defendant has not enjoyed substantial,
identifiable benefits as a result of litigation, other than the money the
board of director's members have been directed to pay to it, plaintiffs'
attorneys' fees are limited to a percentage of the common fund generated
directly by this litigation.

10. Appeal and Error C 984(5)
Costs C= 13

Determining the percentage of the common fund to award to
plaintiffs as attorneys' fees is a matter calling for the exercise of
informed discretion by the court of chancery.

11. Appeal and Error t 984(5)
Costs Z=w 13, 194.10, 194.12, 194.16, 194.42

In determining the percentage of the common fund to award to
plaintiffs as attorneys' fees, the court will consider, among other relevant
factors: (1) the results of the litigation that benefit the corporation and
which were attributable to plaintiffs' legal work, (2) the complexity and
difficulty of the litigation, (3) the amount and quality of the legal work
provided by plaintiffs, and (4) the contingent nature of the undertaking.

12. Appeal and Error t 984(5)
Corporations C:= 214
Costs C 13, 194.42

In determining an award of attorneys' fees, the amount of the
common fund is the most important measurement in evaluating the
tangible benefits to the corporation which were attributable to plaintiffs'
legal work.

13. Appeal and Error 0=, 984(5)
Corporations C=, 214
Costs OtZ 194.12

In determining an award of attorneys' fees where plaintiffs' counsel
did very high quality work and where they fought their position with
vigor and skill for six years, the court may be inclined to award plaintiffs
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a proportion at the very top of the range of percentages that the court
grants.

14. Costs C a 32, 194.14
Courts C:= 80(5)

Under Chancery Court Rule 54(d), the prevailing party in any civil
action may recover the costs of bringing suit from the adverse party.
DEL. CH. CT. R. 54(d).

15. Appeal and Error C 984(5)
Costs Cm 13

Whether the costs of bringing suit should be awarded in a
particular case is within the discretion of the trial court.

16. Costs O 13, 32, 157

Where plaintiffs have prevailed in an action, plaintiffs may only be
awarded all of their incurred court costs if the court finds that equity will
be best achieved by each party bearing their own costs.

17. Corporations -= 214
Costs 2 194.42, 194.44

Where an amount that a corporation is entitled to recover from
defendants has been determined, there is no basis to enter judgment
against defendants for a greater amount in paying their adversaries'
lawyers, unless the court concludes that they were guilty of an
independent wrong - such as bad faith manipulation of the litigation
process which occasioned expense to plaintiffs.

18. Judgment * 540

The merger doctrine states that when a valid and final personal
judgment is rendered in favor of the plaintiff, plaintiff cannot thereafter
maintain an action on the original claim or any part thereof.
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19. Appeal and Error (= 1097(1), 1097(5)

Parts of an original judgment that were not subsequently disturbed
by a higher court's mandate will remain in effect pursuant to the law of
the case.

Lawrence C. Ashby, Esquire, Stephen E. Jenkins, Esquire, and Richard
D. Heins, Esquire, of Ashby & Geddes, Wilmington, Delaware; and
.Joseph M. Hassett, Esquire, George H. Mernick, III, Esquire, and Albert
W. Tumbull, Esquire, of Hogan & Hartson, L.L.P., Washington, D.C.,
of counsel, for plaintiffs.

Howard M. Handelman, Esquire, and Vernon R. Proctor, Esquire, of
Bayard, Handelman & Murdoch, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant
CERBCO, Inc.

Michael Hanrahan, Esquire, Elizabeth M. McGeever, Esquire, and April
Caso Ishak, Esquire, of Prickett, Jones, Elliott, Kristol & Schnee,
Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants Robert W. Erikson and George
Wm. Erikson.

ALLEN, Chancellor

[1] Pending is a second application of plaintiffs' counsel for the award
of counsel fees in this derivative litigation that has now been through trial
and appeal. The first application was made following trial, but before
appeal. That application for fees was denied on the basis that the
prosecution of the case on behalf of the nominal defendant, CERBCO,
Inc., had yielded no substantial benefit to CERBCO or its shareholders
and therefore there was no equity in forcing CERBCO or its shareholders
indirectly to bare the heavy costs in attorney's fees and other expenses
that prosecution of the case entailed. See Thorpe v. CERBCO, Inc., Del.
Ch., C.A. 11713, Allen, C. (Aug. 25, 1995).

Following denial of the first application for attorney's fees an
appeal of the case was taken and, on the appeal, plaintiffs urged that
several substantial errors had been made. The Supreme Court, in an
extended opinion, affirmed the post trial decision in part and reversed it
in part. It held that certain actions of the Erikson defendants, which had
been held to constitute a breach of loyalty, had resulted in either gain to
the Eriksons or loss to the corporation. This court had incorrectly
concluded that there was no basis for an award of damages because (1)
the transaction that was complained about -- a sale by the Eriksons of
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their controlling stock in CERBCO - was dropped by both parties and
never recurred, so the defendants were not enriched by any breach, and
(2) CERBCO had not been financially injured by the defendants' conduct
because it continued at all times after the breach to own the assets that it
owned when the breached occurred. The Supreme Court stated that it
had been error in this circumstance to conclude, as this court had done,
that no basis for the recovery of any judgment against the Eriksons had
been shown. See Thorpe v. CERBCO, Del. Supr., 676 A.2d 436 (1996).
The matters identified as a benefit to the Eriksons or damage to
CERBCO by the Supreme Court - including a fee the Eriksons had
received for an option on their stock- had been overlooked in the trial
opinion.

Thus, the case was remanded to this court for a determination of
the amount that the corporation was entitled to recover by reason of the
particular breach that had been found and affirmed. In that connection,
the Supreme Court concluded that "the Eriksons must reimburse
CERBCO for any expenses, including legal and due diligence costs, that
the corporation incurred to accommodate the Eriksons' pursuit of their
own interests prior to the deal being abandoned..." CERBCO, 676 A.2d
at 445. The Supreme Court also mandated that the Eriksons disgorge any
profits they realized from the proposed transaction.

On remand it was determined that the Eriksons were liable to
CERBCO for the amount of a payment that they had received in
exchange for granting an option on their stock ($75,000) and that they
were liable to reimburse CERBCO $188,200, the amount that the
Company paid to special counsel, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, for the
advice it rendered to the CERBCO special committee regarding the
corporation's interest in the proposed transaction between INA and the
Eriksons. See Thorpe v. CERBCO, Inc., Del. Ch., C.A. 11713, Allen, C.
(Sept. 13, 1996).

Pending now is a renewed consideration of plaintiffs' application
for an award of fees and costs in light of the different result of the
litigation that now obtains by reason of the Supreme Court's
determinations and the revised judgment on remand. For the reasons that
follow I conclude that a counsel fee award of $143,364.23 is fair and
appropriate in this instance, considering the contingent nature of the
enterprise, the outcome of the litigation, the effort invested in the
litigation, and, most significantly under the Delaware law goveming fee
applications, the benefits produced for the corporation and its
shareholders who did not actively participate in the suit but who will,
indirectly, be beneficiaries of the judgment and bearers of the cost of any
award.
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In my opinion this case unquestionably represents an instance in
which there is a huge disproportion between the amount of time, work
and expense invested in the case and the financial rewards represented by
the final judgment. In retrospect, the investment required to conduct the
litigation can be seen as a risky and largely unproductive especially since
the time early on when the Eriksons' transaction was abandoned.
Thereafter the lawsuit primarily sought the award of substantial claimed
damages allegedly inflicted upon CERBCO because its opportunity to
realize a control premium on the sale of its INA-East stock had been
denied to it. On this central element of its claim plaintiffs failed after a
long litigation. Thus, the heavy investment of attorney's work proved
largely unproductive. The judgment awarded on remand is discussed
below.

While I suppose that decisions with respect to the conducting of the
litigation represented reasonable professional judgments when made,
nevertheless, the question now arises what portion of the heavy cost of
the prosecution of the case by plaintiffs ' the shareholders of CERBCO
should in equity be required to bear.

I.

The factual background of this case has been recited in detail in
earlier opinions, so only a cursory sketch is now necessary. See, e.g.,
Thorpe v. CERBCO, Inc., Del. Ch., C.A. 11713, Allen, C. (Aug. 9,
1995). The suit was originally brought in August 1990 on behalf of
CERBCO, by two of its public shareholders against the company and
against the Eriksons, who were directors, officers and controlling
shareholders of CERBCO. The allegations included the claim that the
Eriksons had diverted a corporate opportunity from CERBCO and were
attempting to take advantage of it themselves. The alleged opportunity
was the chance to sell control of CERBCO's controlled subsidiary, INA

'Notably, if one assumes that it would be appropriate to look at the net benefits to the
corporation produced by the litigation (that is net of the corporation's own necessary expenses
in either indemnifying its officers with respect to aspects of the suit on which they prevailed
or net of the corporation's own expenses for independent legal counsel in connection with the
suit) then, in this instance, despite the modest judgment to be entered in favor of CERBCO on
this remand, there would apparently be no benefit to the corporation by reason of the prosection
of this case. There would rather be a substantial cost that will be borne of course by the
shareholders indirectly. But, while, in principle I cannot imagine why an inquiry into net
benefit of the litigation to the corporation would not be a sound technique for judging the
equity of fee shifting in a case where defendants prevail on the most central issues, I pass over
that point as unnecessary to decide in this instance.
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East, Inc., to Insituform of North America, Inc. ("INA"). The transaction
alleged to constitute a usurpation of this opportunity was a proposed sale
by the Eriksons of their controlling stock in CERBCO itself. In actuality,
the negotiations leading to a proposed Erikson-INA transaction were
rather promptly abandoned, as a number of issues, including
indemnification of sellers from liability arising from an ongoing SEC
investigation, proved to present insuperable barriers to the transaction.
By October 1990 the proposed transaction had been abandoned. The
litigation, however, continued pursuant to an amended complaint that
sought (1) damages, particularly lost profit, allegedly sustained by
CERBCO as a result of the alleged lost opportunity, and (2) an injunction
against any future attempt by the Eriksons to divert a control premium
arising from CERBCO's control of INA East to the Eriksons in the form
of a control premium for their control over CERBCO.

The case was tried in 1995. In general, the defendants prevailed.
No injunction was granted and no damages were awarded. The critical
factual determinations were that the sale of CERBCO's interest in INA
East would, at the relevant time, have constituted a sale of substantially
all of CERBCO's assets, which (if it were available as an alternative form
of transaction insofar as the buyer was concerned) could only be
authorized pursuant to a shareholder vote. See 8 DEL. C. § 271 (1991).
Secondly, it was concluded that the Eriksons possessed sufficient voting
power to veto, so to speak, any CERBCO transaction that required
shareholder approval. The critical legal determination was that the
exercise by the Eriksons of shareholder power conferred by Section 271
to veto any proposed sale of all of CERBCO's assets to INA would not
have constituted a breach of their fiduciary duty as directors or
controlling shareholders, since they may permissibly exercise their
Section 271 voting right in light of their own economic interests. Thus,
it was concluded that even if the facts proven had shown that INA had
expressed a desire to control INA East and that expression represented an
opportunity that CERBCO might have seized, the requirements of Section
271 made any realization of that opportunity by CERBCO impossible or
at least subject to an Erikson veto in the circumstances. This central line
of reasoning meant that the core claim - that the Eriksons breached a
duty in not arranging for CERBCO to sell its INA East stock - did not
constitute a wrong justifying a remedy. The Supreme Court affirmed this
analysis.

As stated above, the Supreme Court did however conclude that the
findings of breach of duty that the Court of Chancery did make - i.e.,
that the Eriksons should have approached the CERBCO board at the
initial expression of interest by INA and given the full board the
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opportunity to act in whatever way it might have chosen -- did support
an award of consequential damages or disgorgement of any gains that the
Eriksons might have realized. On remand it was determined that
judgment in the amount of $263,200 plus prejudgment interest would be
entered. Thorpe v. CERBCO, Inc., Del. Ch. (Sept. 13, 1996).

II.

The petition now pending before the court is for an attorney's fee
of $1,529,867.25, a figure reached on a normal hourly billing rate basis,
and $133,398.34 in costs and expenses. To justify such an award,
plaintiffs contend that the litigation has conferred a substantial benefit on
CERBCO. Tandycrafts, Inc. v. Initio Partners, Del. Supr., 562 A.2d
1162 (1989). The benefits they claim are not limited to the $263,200 that
have been awarded against defendants on remand. In addition plaintiffs
claim that their lawsuit preserved CERBCO's control over INA East and
over Capitol Copy, another CERBCO subsidiary. This preservation, it is
claimed is very valuable.
[2] In its first petition for attorney's fees, plaintiffs argued that its suit
against CERBCO and the Eriksons benefitted CERBCO in a number of
ways. After consideration, I held otherwise, finding that the value of the
benefits of the litigation to CERBCO or its shareholders were either too
speculative in value or too attenuated from the legal work provided by
plaintiffs to be properly credited to them. Thorpe v. CERBCO, Inc., Del.
Ch. (Aug. 25, 1995). Pursuant to the doctrine of law of the case, the
findings and conclusions in the earlier application will not be revisited in
this renewed petition unless there is a good grounds to do so. See Zirn
v. VLI Corp., et al., Del. Ch., C.A. No. 9488, Allen, C., (Sept. 23, 1994).
Plaintiffs assert that the Supreme Court's opinion reversing the prior
judgment in part provides a good reason, and actually compels the court,
to reconsider plaintiffs' original arguments regarding the benefits
conferred upon CERBCO by the litigation. I cannot agree.
[3-6] The doctrine of law of the case promotes efficiency and
fundamental fairness in cases by counseling against the reconsideration
of issues that have already been decided. See Zirn, at 5. When an
appellate court reviews the judgment of a trial court, however, the trial
court will, of course, follow any direction given by the higher court and
otherwise respect its determinations of law and fact. Unless the appellate
court has either expressly or impliedly overturned the trial court's
findings, however, the doctrine of law of the case dictates that ordinarily
prior findings of the trial court continue as authoritative in the case. Id.
at 5. Thus, only to the extent the Supreme Court has reversed the
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findings or conclusions of the prior proceeding need or may this court
take up those matters for a new or different analysis.
[7] Plaintiffs point to the last sentence in the Supreme Court's opinion
to support its position that this court must now reconsider all the
arguments they have made regarding the award of attorneys' fees. The
sentence says: "Once [the final amount of damages is] fixed, the [trial]
court should proceed to examine anew any petition for counsel fees on
behalf of the plaintiffs." CERBCO, 676 A.2d at 445 (1996)(emphasis
added). I interpret the Supreme Court's direction as a mandate to
consider the question of attorneys' fees again, in light of any recovery
awarded pursuant to the remand opinion. This is my current charge.
But, I do not read this sentence to require this court to revisit and revise
the substantive arguments made in determining the first petition for fees
in those instances where no found reversible error was implicated in the
prior analysis. On those points the law of the case has been considered
and applied.

Stated differently, I might say that assuming, arguendo, that the
Supreme Court did intend that I reconsider plaintiffs' earlier arguments,
I would reach the same conclusions as I did originally, except insofar as
the amount of a recoverable judgment consistent with the Court's
mandate is now determined, since otherwise no different or new
information is available.

II.

[8] In attempting to show a substantial benefit to CERBCO from the
plaintiffs' effort in litigating this case, plaintiffs say that the opinions in
the case have created a rule of law that acts as protection to CERBCO
shareholders against future injury from fiduciary breaches. In evaluating
this argument I note first that the court specifically declined to issue any
injunction on remand, finding in the evidence no threat of recurrence of
the breach found originally. The argument plaintiffs have made assumes
that a weaker form of protection is offered by the "rule of law" that they
say is reflected in the opinions. As is stated in the August 25, 1995
ruling, to predict the value of such a rule of law, if one can even be
properly extrapolated from the specific holding in that opinion, is a
highly speculative endeavor, not a substantial, identifiable economic
benefit upon which to base an award of attorneys' fees.

Next, plaintiffs claim that the litigation caused the INA-Erikson
deal to fall apart, thereby enabling CERBCO to maintain control of its
Capitol Copy subsidiary and reap the benefits of its subsequent rise in
value. There are several problems with this argument. First, assuming
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that the lawsuit bore some relationship to the abandonment of the Erikson
sale and assuming, as the evidence would permit, that had INA controlled
CERBCO it would have sold Capitol Copy, still one can only guess at
what benefit CERBCO shareholders would have as of today (by reason
of such a sale) to compare with their proportionate interest in the present
Capitol Copy. Equally importantly, however, plaintiffs' legal work for
which they seek compensation had absolutely nothing to do with any rise
in the value of Capitol Copy over the years. It is difficult to identify a
principle of equity that would compensate them based upon the work
presumably performed by Capitol Copy manager and employees (and
impersonal markets) in building the value of that company over the years
in which plaintiff litigated these claims, which do not deal importantly
with Capitol Copy. Finally, the majority of the time spent by plaintiffs
on this case, and for which they want the most compensation, came well
after the INA-Erikson deal was abandoned and the "threat" of Capitol
Copy being sold by CERBCO was removed.

In addition, plaintiffs also seek credit for CERBCO's retention of
control over Insituform East, Inc. ("East"). They assert that they have
protected or preserved CERBCO's ability to get a control premium for
its INA East stock. While plaintiffs must admit that CERBCO had that
asset both before and after this suit, they assert that but for their suit the
Erikson sale would have in effect deprived CERBCO of the ability to sell
control of East. This argument is hard to follow since after any Erikson
sale, INA would have been in precisely the position that the Eriksons
already occupied. Thus, any control premium that the sale of
CERBCO's stake in East might justify would be no more secure to
CERBCO's public shareholders with one controlling shareholder of
CERBCO (Eriksons) rather than with the other (NA).

Certainly, the value of maintaining the status quo (to the extent one
assumes the litigation contributed to doing so) is highly speculative in this
context.
[9] Because the record shows that CERBCO has not enjoyed
substantial, identifiable benefits as a result of this litigation, other than the
money the Eriksons have been directed to pay to it, their attorneys' fees
are limited to a percentage of the common fund generated directly by this
litigation.

Plaintiffs urge that a benefit far in excess of the amount of the
judgment has been created by this suit. I conclude however that the
"common fund" represented by the judgment constitutes the only
substantial benefit that is not highly speculative.
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IV.

Based on the damages awarded on remand, I conclude that the
common fund from which attorneys' fees can be awarded, totals
$430,092.68. This amount represents the $75,000 the Eriksons were
ordered to pay to CERBCO for the amount received by them from INA
in exchange for the option to purchase their CERBCO stock plus
prejudgment interest of $54,731.51, and the $188,200 the Eriksons were
required to repay to CERBCO for expenses relating to legal advice given
to the Special Committee plus prejudgment interest of $112,161.17.
[10-11] Determining the percentage of the common fund to award
to plaintiffs as attorneys' fees is a matter calling for the exercise of
informed discretion by the Court of Chancery. See Tan crafts, Inc. v.
Initio Partners, Del. Supr., 562 A.2d 1165 (1989). In making this
determination the court will consider, among other relevant factors: (1)
the results of the litigation that benefit the corporation and which are
attributable to plaintiffs' legal work, (2) the complexity and difficulty of
the litigation, (3) the amount and quality of the legal work provided by
plaintiffs, and (4) the contingent nature of the undertaking. See
Sugarland Indus., Inc. v. Dann, Del. Supr., 420 A.2d 142 (1980).
[12-13] As to the tangible benefits to CERBCO, the amount of the
common fund is the most important measurement. However, regarding
factors (2) and (3), there is no doubt that the issues presented by this case
were difficult, that plaintiffs' counsel did very high quality work, and that
they fought their position with vigor and skill for approximately six
years. I am, therefore, inclined to award plaintiffs a proportion at the
very top of the range of percentages that this court grants. I conclude
that plaintiffs are entitled to one-third of the common fund, totaling
$143,364.23.
[14-16] Plaintiffs also request an award of costs and expenses
totaling $133,398.34. Under Chancery Court Rule 54(d) the prevailing
party in any civil action may recover the costs of bringing suit from the
adverse party. Whether costs should be awarded in a particular case is
within the discretion of the trial court to determine. See Graham v.
Keene Corp., Del. Supr., 616 A.2d 827 (1992). Here, plaintiffs will be
awarded all of their court costs as they have prevailed to the extent of
their judgment for $430,092.68. With respect to their other expenses,
however, I find no equitable basis to require a shifting of expenses given
the context of the whole litigation. Thus, I reiterate my conclusion in the
response to the first petition and find that equity will be best achieved by
each party bearing their own costs, excepting the court costs incurred by
plaintiffs.
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[17] Finally, plaintiffs have requested that, in the event that CERBCO
was not ordered to pay all of their fees and costs, the Eriksons should be
ordered to pay plaintiffs remaining amount. The Eriksons have now been
adjudged liable to CERBCO in the amount of $430,092.68. Because the
amount that the corporation is entitled to recover has been determined,
there is no basis to enter a judgment against defendants for a greater
amount, unless the court were to conclude that they were guilty of an
independent wrong - such as bad faith manipulation of the litigation
process which occasioned expense (damage) to plaintiffs. I have made
no such determination, however, and thus find no basis law to require
defendants to pay their adversaries lawyers.

[18] A note on the form of finaljudgment. Plaintiffs argue that because
they have prevailed in part in their claim for damages, the order should
simply state that judgment is entered in favor of plaintiffs in a stated
amount. They say that there is no need expressly to grant judgment to
defendants with respect to those claims on which they prevailed.
Plaintiffs maintain that defendants would still be protected from future
actions by plaintiffs on the original claim pursuant to the doctrine of
merger. The merger doctrine states that "[w]hen a valid and final
personal judgment is rendered in favor of the plaintiff[,] ... plaintiff
cannot thereafter maintain an action on the original claim or any part
thereof... ." Restatement (Second) of Judgments § 18 (1992). Although
plaintiffs' position appears correct in principle, in this case it is not
dispositive given the prior proceedings.
[19] The question of the form ofjudgment was earlier addressed. In its
August 25, 1995 Final Order and Judgment, this court did enter judgment
for the Eriksons and against the plaintiffs. The Supreme Court's mandate
affirmed the judgment in part and reversed it in part. I am not sure I see
a substantive law issue with respect to this disagreement, but in all
events, I conclude that the law of the case requires that those parts of the
original judgment not disturbed by the Supreme Court's mandate remain
in effect. The Supreme Court's opinion found that defendants were liable
for certain damages arising out of their breach of loyalty. All other
rulings by this court concerning the extent of defendants' liability were
affirmed. Thus I enter now a form of final order reflecting in form the
earlier final order except where modified as required by the Supreme
Court's Opinion and the Decision on Remand.
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UNITED VANGUARD FUND, INC. v. TAKECARE, INC.

No. 13,343

Court of Chancery of the State of Deliare, New Castle

November 8, 1996
Revised November 19, 1996

Plaintiffs sued to recover an award of attorneys' fees for services
alleged to have resulted in a substantial benefit to defendant corporation
and its shareholders. Plaintiffs claimed that the defendant corporation
received a higher sale price as a result of the filing of the plaintiffs'
lawsuit. Defendants claimed that the record establishes that there was no
causation between the filing of plaintiffs' lawsuit and the receipt of any
benefit.

The court of chancery, per Chancellor Allen, denied plaintiffs'
claim for attorneys' fees because the defendants showed that the same
result would have occurred without the aid of the filing of the complaint
and rebutted any causal connection between the higher sale price and the
filing of the lawsuit.

1. Corporations C, 189(14), 214

To be entitled to an award of attorney fees, plaintiffs must show,
as a preliminary matter, that the suit was meritorious when filed, action
producing a benefit to the corporation was taken by the defendants before
ajudicial resolution was achieved, and the resulting corporate benefit was
causally related to the lawsuit.

2. Corporations t 189(14), 214

A suit is meritorious where the complaint filed can withstand a
motion to dismiss on the pleading, and at the same time, the plaintiff
possesses knowledge of provable facts which hold out some reasonable
likelihood of success, that is, some reasonable hope of success.
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3. Corporations t= 189(14), 214

In cases where the defendant's action after the complaint was filed
rendered the claims asserted moot, plaintiffs are entitled to a presumption
that a causal connection existed between the initiation of litigation and a
benefit that later arose.

4. Corporations ( 189(14), 214

In cases where the defendant's action after the complaint was filed
rendered the claims asserted moot, the defendants have the burden of
rebutting the presumption of a causal connection between the initiation
of litigation and a later benefit by showing that the lawsuit did not in any
way cause their action.

5. Corporations t= 214
Judgment P 181(1), 181(2), 185(2)

On a motion for summary judgment on application for attorneys'
fees, the defendants' burden is to show on undisputed facts that assertion
of the lawsuit had no causative effect on a subsequent benefit.

6. Corporations 2 214
Costs 0 194.10

The attorneys' fee application must be denied if the defendants
establish as a matter of law that the plaintiffs' complaint was either moot,
premature when filed, or had no causal relationship with the benefit
conferred.

7. Corporations 0 189(14), 214

In an application of attorneys' fees analysis, the defendants must
show that factors or forces other than the plaintiffs' suit were solely
responsible for the resulting benefit and that the same result would have
been achieved regardless of the plaintiffs' lawsuit.

8. Corporations C 189(14), 214

Even assuming that plaintiffs stated a ripe, meritorious claim,
plaintiffs are not entitled to an award of attorneys' fees where the record
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establishes no causal relationship between the litigation and the benefit
conferred on the shareholders.

9. Corporations m 214

For the casual connection element of an application for attorneys'
fees analysis, where a new bidder entered the bidding process prior to the
filing of the lawsuit, the new bid was not the result of the litigation where
the evidence showed it was the result of an earlier press release.

10. Corporations - 180, 214

In an application for attorneys' fees analysis, defendants established
that there was no causal link b'etween the lawsuit and the decision to
accept a bid where new offers prevented bankers from giving adequacy
opinions and the ongoing bidding process during the letter of intent time
period, including the entry of two new bidders after announcement of the
letter of intent, caused the company to delay entering into a definitive
agreement until it could consider all potential transactions.

11. Corporations 0 180, 189(14), 214

In an application for attorneys' fees analysis, where only two
companies continued to submit proposals after final bids were solicited,
one being an original bidder and one a company that filed one day before
the lawsuit was filed, the agreement to enter into a definitive merger
agreement at a higher price than originally quoted was the result of
appropriate ongoing board action during the bidding process and not the
result of the filing of the lawsuit.

12. Corporations Cm= 214

In an analysis for an application of attorneys' fees, defendants
rebut the presumption of causation where defendant board was found to
be functioning properly before and after the suit was filed and where the
alleged benefit was found to be a result that would have occurred without
any aid or stimulus from filing the complaint.
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13. Corporations 0 189(14), 214
Costs t 194.42

A claim of attorneys' fees should be denied where the decision to
file a direct action against a corporation did not confer a benefit upon the
corporation's other shareholders or the corporation itself.

Michael D. Goldman, Esquire, and Stephen C. Norman, Esquire, of Potter
Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington, Delaware; and Theodore Altman,
Esquire, and Michael B. Reuben, Esquire, of Gordon Altman Butowsky
Weitzen Shalov & Wein, New York, New York, of counsel, for plaintiffs.

Kenneth J. Nachbar, Esquire, of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell,
Wilmington, Delaware; and Michael Joseph, Esquire, and Joseph 0.
Click, Esquire, of Dyer Ellis & Joseph, Washington, D.C., of counsel, for
defendants.

ALLEN, Chancellor

This suit was initiated on January 18, 1994 by Mr. Henry Hillman
("Mr. Hillman"), United Vanguard Fund, Inc., and several affiliated
funds, against the members of the board of directors of TakeCare, Inc.
("TakeCare"). The complaint alleged that the defendants were
undertaking to sell TakeCare, but that they were engaged in a course of
conduct in that connection that constituted a breach of their fiduciary
duties. It was alleged that United Healthcare, Inc. ("United") was
interested in making a bid, but that actions that the defendants had taken
precluded it from doing so. Mr. Hillman, one of the plaintiffs, is a
substantial shareholder of TakeCare, owning about 18% of its stock at the
relevant time.

Events in the market seem to have outpaced the litigation quickly.
Indeed, according to the defendants, the lawsuit was from the outset
completely unrelated to the events that ultimately led to the sale of
TakeCare to FHP International, Inc. ("FHP") on June 17, 1994 at a price
of $80 per share. United did not remain in the bidding as the transaction
matured. In all events, there is no question that events rather promptly
mooted any claim that may have been stated in the complaint.

Now pending is an application by the legal counsel employed by
Mr. Hillman for the award of a fee for the services that they claim
produced substantial value for the shareholders of TakeCare. Counsel
have already been paid some $900,000 by Mr. Hillman pursuant to the
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arrangement by which they were retained.' They claim, however that
their efforts causally contributed to the shareholders of TakeCare
receiving some $271 million more in consideration for their stock than
they would otherwise have received. Thus, because they say their
complaint was meritorious when filed and its prosecution was casually
related to this large benefit, they contend that in equity they should be
awarded a fee from those who shared in that benefit.The application does not merely seek to have a sharing of the
$900,000 expenditure that Mr. Hillman has made. The application seeks
an award of expenses and fees of $4.8 million, including $1.2 million that
Mr. Hillman paid investment bankers. The application seeks an
additional "success bonus" for the lawyers of $2.7 million.2

Defendants deny that this suit had any effect whatsoever on the
course of action they were pursuing. The record shows, they say, that
this suit claiming to seek changes that would encourage United to
participate in the bidding came at a time at which a contest was already
going on and in which the ultimate buyer, FHP, was already participating.
Defendants assert that in the end neither United nor this litigation had any
impact on the outcome of that contest. Thus, defendants say that the
record establishes without conflict that there is no causation here between
the filing of this lawsuit and the receipt of any additional benefit. I note
that this suit was not brought as a class action. Given the conclusion
here reached, I pass over that fact without further comment. See
Tandycrafts, Inc. v. Initio Partners, Del. Supr., 562 A.2d 1162 (1989).

Pending are cross motions for summary judgment on the
application for fees and expenses.

I BACKGROUND

TakeCare, a publicly held health maintenance organization (-MO),
at the time this suit was commenced, was providing comprehensive health
care services to approximately 760,000 members through HMO's
operating in California, Colorado, Illinois, and Ohio. Mr. Jack Anderson
("Mr. Mr. Anderson"), a large shareholder, was the Chairman of the
company and member of the Board of Directors ("Board")?

'The basis upon which counsel undertook to represent Mr. Hillman was not set forth
in retention agreement or letter. The facts of this case suggest that they were compensated in
a timely way at their normal hourly rates.

'Sufficient funds were retained by the corporation to pay an award that might have
been made.

'During the events relevant to this action, TakeCare's Board consisted of eight
members, including Mr. Anderson, Russell W. Ayres, IL, George E. Bello, Richard M. Burdge,
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On November 1, 1993, Mr. Anderson recommended to the Board
that TakeCare should be offered for acquisition, having already entered
into preliminary discussions with possible acquirors. Mr. Anderson
believed TakeCare's value as an acquisition target was substantially
higher than its net worth, making it a good time to sell the company at
a premium over the market price. At that time, pending health care
reform proposals threatened possible negative short term effects on the
HMO industry, making TakeCare's future somewhat uncertain. After
receiving Board approval, representatives of Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Hillman began looking for potential bidders. During the first two months
of this process, two bids emerged from United and FHP.4

A. Two Initial Merger Proposals

The first bidder, United, a corporation involved in health care cost
management, is organized under the laws of Minnesota. In early
December, United proposed a merger in which TakeCare's shareholders
would receive common stock in a tax free exchange.5 Without discussing
this proposal with the Board, Mr. Anderson allegedly rejected United's
initial verbal offer of exchange .78 shares of United common stock for
each share of TakeCare. According to Mr. Anderson, he believed that
the company was worth more than had been offered and that the all stock
proposal was inherently risky, requiring a greater premium than a partial
cash transaction. Allegedly, Mr. Anderson had been informed by

Sr., Victor Gordon Clemons, Robert W. Jamplis, M.D., R. Judd Jessup, and Richard M.
Johnston. Mr. Hillman, the largest stockholder, was not a member of the Board, but had two
designated representatives, Mr. Ayres and Mr. Johnston, who represented his interests on the
Board.

4Other companies contacted during this period included WellPoint Health Networks,
Inc., Humana, Inc., Cigna Corp., and PacifiCare Health Systems. Each company was informed
that TakeCare was considering acquisition offers and expected a price somewhere in the mid-
sixties per share.

According to allegations in the plaintiffs' complaint, without Board authorization or
knowledge, Mr. Anderson discouraged bids that did not contain certain provisions, including
(a) a guarantee of seats on the Board of the surviving entity for himself and a designee; (b) an
extension of three year employment contracts for corporate officers and managers selected by
Mr. Anderson; and (c) an agreement to allow TakeCare to pay cash bonuses to senior corporate
officers and managers designated by Mr. Anderson.

'According to the plaintiffs, United's proposal was contingent on being able to receive
"pooling of interest" accounting treatment which only results from an acquisition with no cash
component. According to the plaintiffs, under purchase accounting treatment, the acquiror's
balance sheet would have to reflect over $500 million in goodwill to be amortized as a charge
against earnings over a period of at least twenty years.
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Johnston that Mr. Hillman thought the United transaction was worth
pursuing.6

The second bidder, FBP, a federally qualified multi-state licensed
health maintenance organization providing health care services to
approximately 716,000 members in several Western States and Guam, is
organized under the laws of Delaware. In a letter dated December 17,
1993, FBIP proposed a merger in which TakeCare's shareholders would
receive a combination of cash, common stock, and a newly created class
of convertible preferred stock. TakeCare shareholders would receive a
total value of $60 per share, including $15.00 in cash, FBP common
stock worth $15.00, and preferred stock with a stated value of $30.00.!
Further, the proposal included a $25 million termination fee and provided
that upon execution of the proposal or a definitive merger agreement, the
Hillman plaintiffs and Mr. Anderson would grant FBP an option to
purchase their common, shares at $60.00 per share. That same day, a
United representative orally informed Mr. Johnston that it would increase
the value of its merger proposal to an exchange ratio of .84 (equal to
$65.31 per TakeCare share, $5.31 greater than the FHP proposal).

Mr. Anderson called a Board meeting to discuss the United and
FBP proposals for December 18, 1993. At the Board meeting, Mr.
Jessup, TakeCare's president, noted the potential short and long term
benefits and negative elements of each merger proposal.8 The benefits of

6Mr. Anderson requested a meeting with Mr. Hillman to discuss the United proposal
on November 16. Mr. Johnston and Carl Grefenstette, the CEO of the Hillman Company,
attended in his place, informing Mr. Anderson on Mr. lillman's views concerning the proposed
transaction. Apparently, for tax reasons, Mr. Hlllman wished to maintain his investment in
stock, but would be interested in a stock exchange deal that would provide him with a more
liquid holding, such as United. Mr. Hillman was prepared to accept the .78 exchange ratio
offer. Mr. Anderson explained his concerns, stating that he would agree to an all stock deal
only if the exchange ratio was sufficiently high to outweigh the potential market risk.
Subsequently, Mr. Anderson informed United thathe preferred a combination ofcash and stock
as merger consideration, but United's CEO stated they were only interested in an all stock deal.

'The preferred stockwould pay dividends at a rate of 4 3/4% and would be convertible
after one year into FHP common stock at a conversion price equal to 125% of the market
value. The total value of this proposed transaction would have been in excess of $780 million.

'Prior to this Board meeting, without authorization of the Board or compensation
committee, Mr. Anderson wrote Mr. Jessup a letter in which he offered to recommend that Mr.
Jessup receive an extraordinary $5 million bonus to be paid on completion of a merger
transaction if the current Board did not constitute a majority of the directors in the surviving
entity and Mr. Jessup were not the CEO. Mr. Anderson had offered $2.5 million bonuses to
other officers and managers. The plaintiff's complaint alleges that this bonus would be
received if a merger was executed with FHP, but the letter does not limit the possible payment
to a transaction only with FHP. This fact is not material to the determination of this matter,
however, since I have determined the critical issue to be causation, as described below.
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FHP's strong presence in Southern California and Medicare expertise
were weighed against concerns regarding quality, reputation, potential
resulting lay-offs, corporate culture clash, and FHP's inconsistent earnings
and operating ratios. Over the long term, a merger with FHP was
expected to result in a vertically integrated, 800,000 member entity with
a sustainable market presence in California. Due to the concentration in
the California market and associated risks, however, Mr. Jessup
concluded that as an investor he would have serious concerns about
holding stock in the merged entity after 1994. Mr. Hillman's
representatives voiced several additional concerns about the FHP proposal
and stated that Mr. Hillman was not interested in receiving cash. Other
members of the Board stated concerns regarding the termination fee, the
small size of the cash component, and Mr. Anderson's alleged haste to
accept the FHP proposal.

Mr. Anderson stated his support for the FHP proposal to the Board,
explaining his views that the cash and preferred stock elements of the
FHP proposal made it less risky than United's offer, that FHP's common
stock had a greater potential for appreciation since it was trading at a
multiple of 17, as compared to United's multiple of 35, and that FIP's
presence in the California market could produce beneficial synergies. In
addition, Mr. Anderson told the Board that he believed the United
proposal of a stock exchange ratio of .84 and employment incentives in
cash and stock options, was still inadequate. Mr. Anderson stated that
only a .9 ratio would be satisfactory.

Mr. Jessup evaluated the United proposal in the same manner as
the FHP proposal. According to Mr. Jessup, the main benefits of the
United proposal were that due to the distinct geographical areas serviced
by the companies there would be minimal lay-off risk and the merger
would result in a diversified entity integrating United's HMOs in Illinois
and Ohio with TakeCare's in Cincinnati and Chicago. Other positive
factors included strong reputation, size, and an ability to either increase
or decrease its operations in California in reaction to market forces. Mr.
Jessup believed that the greatest risk in doing a merger with United was
that an announcement of such a deal would possibly result in a decline
in United's stock multiple.

At the end of the Board meeting, since no consensus had been
reached, the Board decided to continue discussions with both bidders. In
order to facilitate this process, two investment banking firms were
retained to perform analyses of the two competing merger proposals.
Kidder Peabody & Co. was retained by TakeCare after the December 18,
1993 Board meeting. Alex Brown & Sons, Inc., was retained by two of
TakeCare's directors, Russell Ayres, III, and Richard Johnston, to
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perform a similar analysis of the two bids.9 Subsequently, Alex Brown
performed services for Mr. Hillman.

On December 20, 1993, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Bello, and Leslie
Daniels, a major TakeCare stockholder, traveled to Pittsburgh to meet
with representatives of Mr. Hillman, including Mr. Grefenstette, Mr.
Hillman, Mr. Ayres, and Mr. Johnston. During the meeting, Mr.
Anderson stated that it was a good time for large TakeCare shareholders
to reduce their exposure to risks in the HMO industry by merging with
FHIP. Mr. Anderson believed the inclusion of cash and preferred stock
in the FHP proposal made it preferable to a proposal offering common
stock which he thought was more subject to market volatility. After Mr.
Anderson presented his views, Mr. Hillman reviewed his objections to the
FHP proposal and apparently stated that he would favor the United
proposal even if its dollar value were $10 per share lower than the FHP
proposal.

The next day, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Jessup and Mr. Johnston met
with Mr. McGuire, United's CEO, to discuss the United proposal. Mr.
Anderson requested that United propose an alternative part-cash deal and,
if not, a share exchange ratio of .9 for the all stock deal. United
reiterated its position that it was only interested in an all stock deal.

After this meeting, on December 22, 1993, Mr. Johnston and Mr.
Ayres wrote a letter to Mr. Anderson, copied to the other directors,
expressing disagreement with Mr. Anderson over the merger proposals
and requesting that the Board analyze both proposals. The letter outlined
several factors which suggested that the United proposal would be
preferable to the FHP proposal."0 Mr. Ayres subsequently stated that this
was a "good letter" but that he could not vote against the Chairman.

On January 4, 1994, Mr. Anderson sent Mr. McGuire a five page
letter discussing aspects of United's proposal, stating that a .9 exchange
ratio would result in a 1994 earnings of $.13 per share of United.

B. The FHP Letter of Intent

On January 5, 1994, a Board meeting was held to discuss the two
proposals further. Mr. Anderson informed the Board that FlP had
submitted a proposed letter of intent setting forth a new bid valued at

'Mr. Ayres and Mr. Johnston were two of the three directors who voted against the
FBIP proposal.

"The factors included costs and risks associated with receiving cash and preferred
stock, that several brokerage houses had strong "buy" recommendations on United, and that the
United merger would receive pooling treatment.
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$62.00 per share and offering a higher percentage of cash." The
proposal contained two "lock-up" fee provisions, one of which would go
into effect upon the signing of the letter of intent. If triggered, this lock-
up fee provision would require TakeCare to pay FHP an amount equal to
1% of the value of the proposed merger consideration (approximately $8
million)." The second lock-up fee provision would become effective on
the execution of a definitive merger agreement, requiring a payment of
2% of the value of the consideration." Further, FHP proposed that it
would be willing to permit TakeCare to pay the transaction bonuses
discussed above, totaling $7.5 million in cash.

FHP made several demands along with the latest proposal. First,
FLP required Mr. Anderson to grant FHP an option to purchase up to 1
million of his shares under certain circumstances. Second, FLP took the
position that the contemplated merger agreement contain no "fiduciary
out" clause. Third, TakeCare would have to commit to negotiate
exclusively with FLP until the expiration of the letter of intent at
midnight, February 7, 1994.14

After presenting the FIP proposal,. Mr. Anderson informed the
Board that United had made a new proposal as well. United's proposal
offered an exchange ratio of .84. In addition, United agreed to permit the
payment of $7.5 million in transaction bonuses, in stock options and cash,
provided that they would not interfere with the use of pooling of interest
accounting. As part of this proposal, United had requested an option to
purchase a substantial block of TakeCare stock, a break-up fee of $18
million, and a commitment not to shop the company.

The two investment banking firms, discussed above, preceded to
make presentations analyzing the two bids. At that time, however,
neither was prepared to provide a fairness opinion based upon their
analyses of only publicly available information. Mr. Anderson instructed

"Under this proposal, the preferred stock to be issued would have a stated value of $25
per share, dividends of 4.80% payable quarterly, and a conversion rate of 125%.

"The fee was payable in the event that (i) the proposal terminates without the
execution of a definitive merger agreement on the terms contemplated hereby, and (ii)
TakeCare or the Hillman or Anderson interests enter into any agreement or understanding
respecting a sale of all or a substantial portion of TakeCare's business or a change in control
of TakeCare with respect to any third party (including any recommendations of its Board which
does not oppose a tender offer for its shares) at any time within one year from the date thereof.

"This fee would be triggered in the event that the contemplated merger was not
consummated for reasons relating to a breach by TakeCare or the existence of an alternative
proposal.

'4Apparently, an earlier draft of the letter of intent had stated that TakeCare could not
"entertain, consider, solicit, encourage, initiate or induce the making of any alternative
acquisition proposal" during this period, but the words entertain and consider were deleted.
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both finns not to recommend one proposal over the other. Kidder
Peabody's "preliminary" analysis, subject to completion of due diligence,
was that under certain circumstances the FBP proposal "approached" the
United proposal in value. Alex Brown voiced concerns with regard to the
value and liquidity of the preferred stock offered by FHP and presented
data illustrating that United consistently outperformed FHP in terms of
earnings and growth. Both firms informed the Board that United was a
more liquid holding than FHP since its common stock was more actively
traded. Since the FHP preferred stock would be newly issued, its
liquidity was unclear.

After hearing these presentations, Mr. Anderson called FHP's CEO
to determine whether it would be willing to increase its offer but was told
that FBP was not willing to do so. Next, Mr. Anderson informed the
Board of FHP's response and said that he would tell Mr. McGuire that
TakeCare would accept United's offer if he would raise it to a .88 ratio
and agree to pay the transaction bonuses entirely in cash. 5 Mr. Anderson
called Mr. McGuire to relate these apparently non-negotiable terms,
giving him forty-five minutes to respond. Mr. McGuire called back with
a new proposal, offering a .85 ratio and all cash bonuses providing
pooling of interest treatment was preserved. Although Mr. Anderson
allegedly verbally rejected this bid on hearing it, the proposal was
confirmed in writing in a January 6, 1994 letter.

At this point in the meeting, the Board voted on the FHP proposal.
A majority of the Board, five of the eight directors, voted in favor of
authorizing TakeCare to enter into a letter of intent with FHP.1 6

According to Mr. Anderson's recollection, the majority of the Board
believed that the announcement of the terms of an agreement in principle
could trigger additional, higher offers for new bidders, as well as new
proposals from the two current bidders. As required under the letter of
intent, Mr. Anderson preceded to execute the stock option agreement with
FHP, granting FIP an option to purchase at least one million shares of
Mr. Anderson's TakeCare stock for $62 per share in the event that
TakeCare was acquired by another bidder for $68 or less, or TakeCare's
stockholders failed to approve a merger with FBIP while another
acquisition offer was pending for $68 per share or less.17  On Mr.

"Two Board members stated concerns that .88 was too low. Apparently, Mr.
Hillman's two representatives and others believed that United would accept this counter-offer.

Mr. Jessup was one of the directors who voted in favor of the FHP proposal.
Allegedly, Jessup told Mr. Ayres and Mr. Johnston, "I cannot vote against my Chairman."

"According to the defendants, Mr. Anderson and his wife actually executed this option
agreement to purchase 1.A million shares for $62 per share on January 10,1994, approximately
10% of the total number of shares outstanding.
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Anderson's request, a majority of the Board voted to indemnify him and
another major shareholder for entering into such stock option agreements.

Later that day, a First Boston representative contacted TakeCare on
behalf of United, requesting an opportunity to continue bidding. Mr.
Clemons informed the representative that "the ship had sailed." On
January 6, 1994, Mr. Jessup signed the letter of intent on behalf of
TakeCare, after it had been modified in accord with certain objectives of
the Board."8 In the interim, before FHP signed the letter of intent, the
First Boston representative contacted Mr. Johnston and Mr. Ayres on
January 7, 1994, to reassert United's continued interest in bidding. In
reaction to the representative's request for an opportunity to present non-
public information to the Board demonstrating that United's stock was
undervalued, Mr. Ayres asked Mr. Anderson to call a special Board
meeting and withdraw the letter of intent which had not yet been
approved by FHP's board of directors. However, this meeting did not
take place until after the letter of intent was signed by FHP.

C. Events Following the Signing of the Letter of Intent

On January 9, 1994, the letter of intent became effective after it
was signed by FHP. A public announcement of the letter of intent was
made on January 10, 1994. The press release stated, among other things,
that a large TakeCare shareholder opposed the transaction. Following the
announcement, the press began predicting that a bidding war would
result. "

Mr. Anderson called the special Board meeting previously
requested by Mr. Ayres for January 11, 1994, two days after the letter of
intent was signed by FHP. Although both FHP and United were
permitted to make presentations at the meeting, TakeCare's counsel
advised the Board that the terms of the letter of intent prevented

'8Whereas the original draft had prohibited either party from making public statements
concerning the proposed merger without the consent of the other, the final version stated that
upon its effectiveness the two companies would issue a joint press release announcing the
transaction.

"In two articles in the week following the announcement, the Los Angeles Times noted
that "[tihis really is a long way from a done deal" and that the press release of the FHP
proposal could lead to a bidding war. Both the Sacramento Bee and Managed Health Care
Report concurred, predicting that a "bidding war" might be triggered. According to the New
York Times since the FHP price was low compared with some other recent HMO mergers, the
price might be topped by another bidder. Stifel, Nicolaus & Company Incorporated reported
that although a higher offer was possible, the FHP $62 offer was sufficient.
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TakeCare from negotiating with companies other than FHP until after
February 7, 1994.

On January 17, 1994, one day before this suit was filed, a third
bidder submitted a merger proposal to TakeCare. Foundation Health
Corporation ("Foundation") offered an all stock transaction valued at $72
per share, approximately 20% higher than the previous FHP bid.20

Foundation's letter proposal stated that they had been "surprised" to read
in the press release that TakeCare had entered into a letter of intent to be
acquired by FHP. Further, the letter stated that all the terms of its offer
and proposed structure of the deal were negotiable. Mr. Jessup notified
the Board regarding Foundation's offer and the Board agreed to hear an
oral presentation from Foundation on January 22, 1994.

D. Initiation of Litigation

Prior to the Board meeting to hear the Foundation proposal, this
action was filed on January 18, 1994. The complaint stated that the
plaintiffs were seeking to have the letter of intent, that expired by its
terms on February 7, declared unlawful in that it was allegedly preventing
a fair auction of the company." In relevant part, allegations were made
that the directors had no reasonable basis for entering into the letter of
intent, had refused to negotiate with United, had precluded further
bidding by agreeing to the $8 million termination fee, and that Mr.
Anderson and Mr. Jessup had both acted upon improper personal
motivations.

On January 19, 1994, Vice Chancellor Berger conducted a
telephone conference with counsel regarding motions by the plaintiffs for
expedited discovery and a preliminary injunction hearing. The defendants
claimed that the suit had been filed prematurely since TakeCare had only
executed a letter of intent at that time. By February 7, 1994, it would be
clear whether a definitive agreement would result and be challenged by
the plaintiffs. Based upon these arguments, all discovery in this action
was stayed until February 7, 1994 and a preliminary injunction hearing
was scheduled for March 1, 1994.

2 Subsequent to the events discussed above and the filing of this action, United did not
make any new merger proposals.

2 One day before the action was filed, United sent a letter to TakeCare reiterating its
last proposal (then valued at $70.34 per share) and requesting thatTakeCare negotiate adefinite
agreement with United instead of FHP. In another letter after the suit had been filed, dated
January 28, 1994, United's CEO conveyed similar information. At that time, however, the
proposal's value had risen to $72.25 per share based on United's stock price.
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E. Subsequent Events

A fourth potential bidder contacted Mr. Jessup on January 20,
1994. PacifiCare, a company that had not been interested in a merger in
December, had decided to enter the bidding to acquire TakeCare, but did
not yet indicate the terms of its proposal. As scheduled, the Board met
on January 22, 1994 to hear Foundation's proposal. FHP increased its
own offer to $65 per share on January 28, 1994.

On January 30, 1994, PacifiCare outlined the terms of its offer in
writing. PacifiCare proposed a deal valued at $68.50 per share,
consisting of cash, common stock, and subordinated debt.2  On
February 3, 1994, Foundation increased its initial offer, proposing either
an all stock deal valued at $80 per share or an alternative transaction in
which TakeCare stockholders would receive a combination of common
stock preferred stock, and cash valued at $72 per share. The next day,
FLP again increased its offer, proposing $70 per share.

As the expiration of the letter of intent drew near, another
TakeCare Board meeting was held on February 5, 1994. Kidder Peabody
informed the Board that it could not provide a fairness opinion for the
FI-P transaction at the latest proposed price due to the higher offers
received during the exclusive negotiation period. The Board decided to
allow the letter of intent to lapse, declining to approve a definitive merger
agreement with FHP prior to February 7, 1994. Subsequently, on
February 18, 1994, the Court vacated the preliminary injunction hearing
date scheduled for March 1, 1994, and ordered the suspension of all
discovery.'

Proceeding with the auction process, Takeeare asked all of the
bidders to submit their final acquisition offers on February 24, 1994.
Neither United nor PacifiCare chose to make another offer at this time.24

Foundation proposed an all stock deal valued at $83 per share, but
TakeCare decided to enter into a definitive merger agreement with FBP

22PacifiCare later increased its offer to $70 per share, but only in the event that
TakeCare's shareholder litigation had been resolved.

'In total, only two weeks of discovery were conducted in this case, during which time
several depositions were taken.

24In a letter dated February 11, 1994, United advised TakeCare that it was still
concerned about the fairness of the bidding process, although the letter of intent had lapsed.
One week later, on February 18, 1994, the Office of the ChiefAccountant of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, responded to an earlier request for advice from TakeCare's counsel,
confirming TakeCare's view that it would have been able to enter into an all stock merger with
United and receive pooling of interest treatment even if it had been required to pay FHP the
$8 million cash termination fee. This information was conveyed to the plaintiffs' counsel, and
presumably to United, prior to United's opportunity to submit another bid.
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based on its final proposal of a combined consideration deal valued at
$80 per share. On June 17, 1994, after receiving approval from the
stockholders of both companies, FHP acquired TakeCare for a
combination of cash, common stock, and preferred stock valued at $80
per share.

I LEGAL PRINCIPLES AND FACTUAL ANALYSIS

[1-4] In order to be entitled to an award of fees, plaintiffs must show, as
a preliminary matter, that:

[1] the suit was meritorious when filed; [2] action producing
a benefit to the corporation was taken by the defendants
before a judicial resolution was achieved; and [3] the
resulting corporate benefit was causally related to the
lawsuit.

Allied Artists Pictures Corp. v. Baron, Del. Supr., 413 A.2d 876, 878
(1980). The meritorious lawsuit standard was enunciated in Chrysler
Corp. v. Dann, Del. Ch., 223 A.2d 384 (1966). A suit is meritorious
where the complaint filed:

can withstand a motion to dismiss on the pleading, [and] at
the same time, the plaintiff possesses knowledge of provable
facts which hold out some reasonable likelihood of success.
It is not necessary that factually there be absolute assurance
of ultimate success, but only that there be some reasonable
hope.

Id. at 387. Delaware law entitles the plaintiffs to a presumption that a
causal connection existed between the initiation of litigation and a benefit
that later arose in cases where the defendant's actions after the complaint
was filed rendered the claims asserted moot. Tandycrafs, Inc. v. Initio
Partners, Del. Supr., 562 A.2d 1162, 1167 (1989); AlliedArtists Pictures
Corp. v. Baron, 413 A.2d at 880. The defendants have the burden of
rebutting this presumption by showing that the lawsuit "did not in any
way cause their action." Allied Artists, 413 A.2d at 880.
[5-6] On a motion for summary judgment such as this, the defendants'
burden is particularly heavy, because defendants must show on
undisputed facts that assertion of the lawsuit had no causative effect on
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a subsequent benefit.' If the defendants establish as a matter of law that
the plaintiffs' complaint was either moot or premature when filed, or had
no causal relationship with the benefit conferred, the attorneys' fee
application must be denied. See Stroud v. Milliken Enterprises, Inc., Del.
Ch., 1990 WL 176803 (1990).
[7] The defendants claim that the lawsuit was prematurely filed; was
known by the plaintiffs to be meritless when filed; had no causal
relationship with FHP's final offer which conferred the alleged $271
million benefit; and was filed in bad faith. To prevail, the defendant's
must rebut the plaintiffs' contention that the complaint was filed in this
action to serve three main purposes and resulted in their achievement,
conferring a benefit upon TakeCare's shareholders. The plaintiffs' three
stated objectives included causing the lapse of the letter of intent with
FHP, the removal of obstacles to pooling of interest treatment, such as
the termination fee, management bonuses, and stock option agreement,
and the establishment of a full and fair auction. In submitting their
request for attorneys fees, the plaintiffs' counsel acknowledge that the
occurrence of these three events after the complaint was filed made the
lawsuit moot, but contend that it directly resulted in a $271 million
benefit to TakeCare's shareholders. The defendants must show that other
factors or forces than plaintiffs' suit were solely responsible for the
resulting benefit and that it would, therefore, have been achieved
regardless of the plaintiffs' lawsuit.
[8] After reviewing the record, I have concluded that the strong
preponderance of evidence clearly establishes that there was no causal
relationship between the filing of this litigation and the $271 million
benefit conferred upon TakeCare's shareholders. This finding makes it
unnecessary to address whether the litigation was premature when filed
or whether it was meritorious. Even assuming that the plaintiffs stated
a ripe, meritorious claim, the plaintiffs are not entitled to an award of
fees because, in my opinion, the record establishes clearly that there was
no causal relationship between the litigation and receipt by the
shareholders of greater consideration finally than that contemplated at the
time of the limited no shop agreement.

25See Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 106 S. Ct. 2503, 2513 (1986) (stating that on
a summary judgment motion the court "must view the evidence presented through the prism
of substantive evidentiary burden"). Compare Ebersole v. Lowenbrug, Del. Supr. 180 A.2d
467, 469 (1962) (stating that causation is a question of fact which ordinarily cannot be
determined on a summary judgment motion), with Greenlee v. Imperial Homes Corp., 1994
WL 465556 (Del. Super. 1994) (stating that where evidence is so one-sided concerning the
question of causation, a party can prevail as a matter of law).
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At the time the suit was filed, January 18, 1994, the TakeCare
Board was in the process of conducting negotiations with FHP and
accepting further unsolicited bids. Mr. Hillman, as the largest single
shareholder of TakeCare, appears to have filed this litigation in an
attempt to advanced United's ability to continue bidding for TakeCare.
[9] But the record shows that events had already outpaced this
litigation. After two months of soliciting bids, TakeCare had only
received two proposals by January 1994. However, after the board
publicly announced the limited agreements reached with FHP on
January 17, 1994, prior to the filing of this suit, a new bidder,
Foundation, entered the bidding process.26 This event had an important
effect certainly and it had nothing to do with this litigation. Instead, it
was caused by the earlier press release.

Three days later a fourth bidder, PacifiCare, contacted TakeCare,
announcing its intention to submit a merger proposal. There is no
evidence that the PacifiCare bid was a result of the litigation which had
been filed two days before. To the contrary, it appears that PacifiCare
was quite concerned about the ongoing litigation, conditioning its second,
higher bid on the resolution of the litigation2 7

[10] Similarly, there is no reason to believe that the lawsuit caused
TakeCare to let the letter of intent lapse without entering into a definitive
merger agreement with FHP. The new offers and proposals prevented the
bankers from giving adequacy opinions. Certainly, the ongoing bidding
process during the letter of intent time period, including the entry of two
new bidders after the announcement of the letter of intent, caused
TakeCare to delay entering into a definitive agreement until it could
consider all the potential transactions. The Board made this decision on
February 5 after learning from Kidder Peabody that no fairness opinion
could be provided concerning the FHP proposal since higher offers had
been received during the exclusive negotiation period. Although this
occurred after the lawsuit was filed, defendants have established that there
is no causal link between the lawsuit and this decision.
[11] When the final bids were solicited by TakeCare on February 24,
Foundation and FHIP were the only two companies to submit proposals.
It is significant to note that Foundation, the company that submitted a bid

"The Foundation offer, valued at $72, rendered the Anderson option non-exercisable
since it was greater than $68 and was significantly higher than the $62 Fllp proposal upon
which the letter of intent was based.

"Arguably, the filing of the litigation could have had a negative, chilling effect on
potential bidders or the amount of consideration they were willing to offer to acquire TakeCare,
as suggested by PacifiCare's conditional bid.
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the day before this suit was filed, continued submitting proposals
throughout the remainder of the auction process, offering the highest bid
received by TakeCare, valued at $83 per share. The end result of this
process, however, was that TakeCare's Board elected to accept FHP's
final bid, valued at $80 per share, and the two parties entered into a
definitive merger agreement. These undisputed facts offer no support for
a claim that the lawsuit contributed to FHP's decision to raise its bid to
$80 per share, conferring a $271 million benefit on TakeCare's
shareholders. Rather, the undisputed facts compel the conclusion that
such result followed directly from the Board's actions throughout the
bidding process. Logically, the increase in FHP's bid should be
attributed to Foundation's decision to start bidding for the company and
the ongoing actions taken by TakeCare's Board, rather than the filing of
the lawsuit.
[12-13] In Sun Equities Corp. v. Computer Memories, Inc., this
Court confronted a similar question concerning whether the defendants
had rebutted the presumption of causation, noting that it is a heavy, but
not conclusive burden. C.A. No. 9353, Allen, C. (Feb. 16, 1988) Let.
Op. at 3. In that case, as in this one, the Board was found to have been
functioning properly before and after the suit was filed, and the alleged
benefit was found to have been a result that would have occurred
"without any aid or stimulus from filing the complaint." Id. at 6.
Similarly, the facts stated in the record in this action compel a finding
that the benefit would have occurred but for the litigation. Since the
decision to file a direct action against TakeCare did not confer a benefit
upon TakeCare's other shareholders or the corporation, a claim for
attorneys fees should be denied.2"

IT IS SO ORDERED.

28Similarly, Sun Equities Corp. was a direct action initiated by a sophisticated
shareholder with a substantial investment in the company who this Court believed filed the suit
to protect his own investment. Id. at 6. In that case, no "compelling equity" was found to
persuade the Court to reimburse the shareholder for the costs of his decision to file a suit that
was determined to have conferred no benefit on the other shareholders. Id.
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VANDERBILT INCOME & GROWTH ASSOCIATES, L.L.C.
v. ARVIDA/JMB MANAGERS, INC.

No. 15,238

Court of Chancery of the State of Delmvare, New Castle

November 4, 1996
Revised November 7, 1996

Plaintiffs filed a motion to reargue an oral ruling that they lacked
standing to pursue their claim. Plaintiffs were subsequent assignees who
did not purchase their partnership interests in the public offering nor did
they become substituted limited partners; however, plaintiffs claimed that
as assignees of the partnership interests, they have voting rights to
remove the general partner. Plaintiffs further claimed that the defendants'
securing of a loan to be distributed to the holders of partnership interests
was for the primary purpose of entrenching themselves. Thus, plaintiffs
sought an injunction pending appeal to prevent the closing of the loan.

The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Balick, concluded that
because the partnership agreement and other controlling agreements did
not expressly provide or clearly imply that subsequent assignees may vote
to remove and replace the general partner, plaintiffs' motion for
reargument was denied. An injunction pending appeal was granted
because of the scarcity of law on rights of assignees of partnership
interests and the importance of maintaining the status quo until the
supreme court considered the matter.

1. Partnership Cm= 351, 370

Because plaintiffs are not limited partners, they may not bring a
derivative action. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, § 17-1001 (1993).

2. Partnership C= 20, 70, 225, 227

Assignees of partnership interests are not entitled to become or to
exercise any rights or powers of a partner unless otherwise provided in
the partnership agreement. DEL. CODEANN. tit. 6, § 17-702(a)(2) (1993).
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3. Partnership m 70, 225, 227

The right to pursue an individual claim for an assignee of
partnership interests depends upon whether subsequent assignees may
vote to remove the general partner.

4. Partnership * 70, 227

Partnership interests are assignable, and a subsequent assignment
includes all voting rights.

5. Contracts C 148, 164

The agreements ultimately control to the extent of any
inconsistency between the agreement and the prospectus.

6. Contracts C= 155

Ambiguities should be construed against the drafters of the
governing agreements.

7. Partnership = 225, 227

Where the partnership agreement does not expressly provide or
clearly imply that subsequent assignees may vote to remove and replace
the general partner, plaintiffs, as assignees, lack standing to argue their
claim.

8. Injunction -= 2, 4, 138.3, 138.15
Partnership t 227

Where there is little law on the rights of assignees of partnership
interests, a motion for an injunction pending appeal will be granted
because it is appropriate to maintain the status quo until the higher court
has an opportunity to rule on the matter. DEL. CH. CT. R. 62(c).

R. Franklin Balotti, Esquire, Gregory P. Williams, Esquire, Robert J.
Steam, Jr., Esquire, and Raymond J. DiCamillo, Esquire, of Richards,
Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware; and Gerald Walpin, Esquire,
and Arthur S. Linker, Esquire, of Roseman & Colin LLP, New York,
New York, of counsel, for plaintiffs.
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Thomas R. Hunt, Jr., Esquire, Alan J. Stone, Esquire, and David J.
Teklits, Esquire, of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell, Wilmington,
Delaware; Garrett B. Johnson, Esquire, Leslie M. Smith, Esquire, and
Kristine L. Anderson, Esquire, of Kirkland & Ellis, Chicago, Illinois, of
counsel, for defendants Arvida/JMB Managers, Inc., Arvida/JMB
Partners, L.P., Judd D. Malkin, Burton E. Glazov, Stuart C. Nathan, A.
Lee Sacks, and John G. Schreiber.

Lawrence C. Ashby, Esquire, and Richard D. Heins, Esquire, of Ashby
& Geddes, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants BBS Capital II, L.L.C.,
Starwood Capital Group I, L.P., Starwood/Florida Funding, L.L.C.,
Starwood Opportunity Fund IV, L.P., and Barry Sternlicht.

Stephen P. Lamb, Esquire, and Joel Friedlander, Esquire, of Lamb &
Bouchard, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant Neil G. Bluhm.

BAICK, Vice-Chancellor

The plaintiffs have filed a motion to reargue my oral ruling that
they lack standing to pursue their claim.

The plaintiffs are seeking to become the general partner of
Arvida/JMB Partners, L.P. They have acquired about 20% of the
partnership interests by a recent tender offer and are in the process of
soliciting proxies to remove and replace the general partner. The
defendants are about to close a $160 million loan and to distribute the
proceeds to holders of partnership interests.

The plaintiffs claim that the timing and terms of the loan
demonstrate that the general partner has breached its fiduciary duty by,
among other things, entering into the transaction for the primary purpose
of entrenching themselves. The plaintiffs seek to enjoin the closing of
the transaction.

The plaintiffs have the burden of pleading and proving standing.
The complaint alleges that the plaintiffs are assignees who did not
purchase their partnership interests in the public offering completed in
October 1987. The plaintiffs do not dispute that they have not become
substituted limited partners.
[1-3] Since the plaintiffs are not limited partners, they may not bring a
derivative action. 6 Del. C. § 17-1001. The plaintiffs maintain that as
assignees of partnership interests they have all the rights of limited
partners under the partnership agreement. An assignment of a partnership
interest does not entitle the assignee to become or to exercise any rights
or powers of a partner unless otherwise provided in the partnership
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agreement. 6 Del. C. § 17-702(a)(2). The plaintiffs' right to pursue an
individual claim depends upon whether subsequent assignees may vote to
remove and replace the general partner. U-H Acquisition Company v.
Barbo Del.Ch., C.A. No. 13279, Hartnett, V.C. (Jan. 31, 1994).

The Partnership Agreement provides that limited partners have
voting rights. Section 10.1B provides that the presence in person or by
proxy of a majority in interest of the Limited Partners shall constitute a
quorum. Section 10.2 provides that a majority in interest of the Limited
Partners may, without the concurrence of the general partner, amend the
partnership agreement, dissolve the partnership, or remove the general
partner and elect a replacement.

The Partnership Agreement authorizes the Initial Limited Partner
to assign partnership interests in a public offering, as provided in an
assignment agreement. Section 3.3. The question becomes whether the
Assignment Agreement for the public offering provides that subsequent
assignees have voting rights.

Persons who purchase partnership interests in the public offering
are parties to the Assignment Agreement. 9. Although the definition
of Assignee Holder in the Partnership Agreement includes subsequent
assignees, in the Assignment Agreement the term refers to those assignees
who purchase a partnership interest in the public offering.
[4] The Assignment Agreement expressly provides that the Initial
Limited Partner will assign all of its rights and interests, including all
voting rights, to "the Assignee Holders who purchase Additional Limited
Partnership Interests in the Public Offering." l(e). Paragraph 3 says
that any subsequent assignment must conform with the requirements of
Section 7.2 of the Partnership Agreement. In recognizing that partnership
interests are assignable, that paragraph is consistent with the statute. But
it does not say that a subsequent assignment includes all voting rights, as
required by the statute. Section 7.2 of the Partnership Agreement
strongly suggests that except for purchasers in the public offering,
assignees acquire the rights of limited partners only upon becoming a
Substituted Limited Partner.

The Assignment Agreement provides that the Initial Limited
Partner will vote partnership interests in accordance with the written
instructions of the respective Assignee Holders, but the voting rights of
an Assignee Holder terminate upon subsequent assignment, whether or
not the transferee is admitted as a Substituted Limited Partner. 4. Like
Section 7.2 of the Partnership Agreement, that paragraph strongly
suggests that persons to whom purchasers in the public offering assign
their interests acquire the rights of a partner only if they become a
Substituted Limited Partner. Whatever the purpose of that particular
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provision, it does not provide or recognize that subsequent assignees have
voting rights.

The plaintiffs argue that the provisions in the Partnership
Agreement on quorum and voting rights would not work unless
subsequent assignees have voting rights. The sections on quorum and
voting refer to "a majority in Interest of the Limited Partners." The
plaintiffs' argument confuses the meaning of that phrase with the defined
term Limited Partnership Interest. Limited Partnership Interest means the
entire interest in the partnership, including the interests of subsequent
assignees. If, as the plaintiffs incorrectly assume, that were what interest
of a Limited Partner means, then there could be no quorum or majority
if the interests of subsequent assignees who did not become Substituted
Limited Partners represented over 50% of the combined capital
investments.

The definition of Limited Partnership Interest explains that the
reference to holders of a majority of the outstanding Limited Partnership
Interests means Limited Partners whose interests represent over 50% of
the combined investments with respect to all Limited Partnership
Interests. That part of the definition refers to provisions that certain
actions may be taken only with the consent of the holders of a majority
of the outstanding Limited Partnership Interests. See, ., Sections 5 and
6. Those actions are not involved in this case. We are concerned with
the right to vote to remove and replace the general partner.

[start - revised page -November 7, 1996]

The definition of Limited Partner includes the various categories
of limited partners. It says that the Initial Limited Partner is included
only to the extent of its $5,000 capital investment with respect to the
interests it holds as to which no assignment is then currently recognized,
suggesting that the Initial Limited Partner is included to the extent of the
interests of recognized assignees. But there is no statement or suggestion
that subsequent assignees have a right to instruct the Initial Limited
Partner on how to vote their interests. As stated above, the provisions
that voting rights terminate upon transfer strongly suggestthat subsequent
assignees do not have that right.
[5] The Partnership Agreement, the Assignment Agreement, and the
Subscription Agreement are part of the prospectus for the public offering.
Although the agreements themselves do not directly say so, the
prospectus explains in the section entitled "Restrictions on Transfer" that
the rights of any transferee who does not become a Substituted Limited
Partner may be limited to his share of partnership profits or losses and
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cash distributions. Of course, the agreements themselves ultimately
control to the extent of any inconsistency between the agreements and the
prospectus. Since the explanation provided to purchasers in the public
offering is consistent with the agreements, the prospectus confirms the
defendants' interpretation and contradicts the interpretation argued by the
plaintiffs. See Restatement, Second, Contracts § 201.

[end - revised page - November 7, 1996]

[6] I have considered that ambiguities should be resolved against the
defendants as drafters of the governing agreements. Cf. Kaiser Alum.
Corp. v. Matheson, Del.Supr., 681 A.2d 392 (1996). Although they do
not say so directly, the governing agreements clearly imply that only
limited partners have all voting rights, with the sole exception of
purchasers in the public offering, who are expressly given the right to
instruct the Initial Limited Partner on how to vote their interests.
[7] Because the partnership agreement does not expressly provide or
clearly imply that subsequent assignees may vote to remove and replace
the general partner, I will deny the plaintiffs' motion for reargument.

[8] The plaintiffs move under Del. Ch. R. 62(c) for an injunction
pending appeal. The purpose of an injunction pending appeal is to
preserve the status quo until the Supreme Court has an opportunity to rule
on the matter. An injunction is appropriate in this case. There is
relatively little law on the rights of assignees of partnership interests.
The Supreme Court should have an opportunity to review my analysis of
the issue.

I conclude that the balance of the equities favors the plaintiffs.
The partnership is not obligated to close the loan transaction until
December 15th. The harm to the defendants if their right to proceed with
their plan is delayed until the Supreme Court has an opportunity to
consider the matter is likely to be less if my ruling is right than the harm
to the plaintiffs if the transaction is permitted to proceed and my ruling
is wrong.

I therefore ask the plaintiffs to present a proposed order denying
their motion for reargument and granting their application for an
injunction pending appeal.
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WILMINGTON LEASING, INC. v. PARRISH LEASING CO., L.P.

No. 15,202

Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle

December 23, 1996

The plaintiffs, the limited partners of a Delaware limited
partnership, sought a declaration that their removal of the defendant
general partner, pursuant to the partnership agreement, was legally valid.
The plaintiffs argued that they had met the implied condition of the
partnership agreement, in that the removal determination was reasonable
and made in good faith. However, the defendant alleged that the
plaintiffs' determination that he was performing unsatisfactorily was
unreasonable and made in bad faith. In addition, the defendant contended
that even if the plaintiffs' decision to remove was reasonable and made
in good faith, the action affected the governance of the limited
partnership, therefore, fiduciary duties should have attached and prevented
the plaintiffs from removing the defendant unless the plaintiffs had
demonstrated that their actions would not harm the partnership.

The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Jacobs, found that the
plaintiffs' determination to remove defendant general partner was
reasonable and made in good faith. Therefore, the defendant was
properly removed. In addition, the court refused to override the removal
standard the parties had bargained for by imposing the fiduciary duty
suggested by the defendant because it was inconsistent with and undercut
the partnership agreement.

1. Partnership ! 351, 363, 366, 370

The limited partners' power to remove the general partner set forth
in the partnership agreement has an implied condition that the removal
determination be reasonable and made in good faith.
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2. Partnership C=- 363, 370

Where the record supports limited partners' expectation that the
partnership would actively focus upon the highly profitable interest
arbitrage market during its first two years of existence, the limited
partners' dissatisfaction with the general partner was reasonable where no
interest arbitrage transactions closed during the first two years and only
one small interest arbitrage transaction closed at all.

3. Partnership C=, 363, 370

In determining whether the limited partners' power to remove the
general partner was reasonable and made in good faith, the court will not
find it unreasonable for the limited partners to be dissatisfied with the
general partner's performance, where the partnership (1) had closed no
transactions during its first two years; (2) had thereafter invested in only
three projects, one of which was unprofitable; and (3) had seen the profits
of the one profitable transaction being devoted solely to partnership
expenses.

4. Partnership = 363, 370

In determining whether the limited partners' power to remove the
general partner was reasonable, the court will not find that its removal
would irreparably harm the partnership where there is no persuasive
evidence that (1) the partnership would be unable to continue ongoing
transactions, and (2) customers would be concerned about the stability of
the organization.

5. Partnership C-- 363, 370

In determining whether the limited partners' power to remove the
general partner was reasonable, the court will not find the removal
unreasonable where the loss of the professionals assembled by the general
partner would be offset by the preservation of capital benefits anticipated
from the general partner's removal and where there is no evidence that
these professionals are irreplaceable.

6. Partnership t 363, 370

The court will not find the limited partners' removal of the general
partner unreasonable where the removal would not dissolve the
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partnership because, pursuant to the partnership agreement, dissolution
would not result if another general partner is named to continue the
partnership's business, and the limited partners elect a new general
partner at the time of removal.

7. Partnership Cz 363, 370
Speculative harm to a partnership cannot serve as the basis for

irreparable harm in the analysis of a reasonable removal of a general
partner by the limited partners.

8. Corporations C=, 366, 370

In analyzing a reasonable removal of a general partner by limited
partners, the performance of the partnership and of the general partner are
indistinguishable, because the general partner has exclusive power to
control the management of the partnership.

9. Partnership (!a 363, 370

Where there is no support in the partnership agreement nor in the
evidence that a general partner's removal by the limited partners must be
based on a breach of a term or requirement in the agreement, the limited
partners' conclusion to remove the general partner because of unsatis-
factory performance must be made reasonably and in good faith.

10. Partnership C 363, 366, 370

Although a delay by the limited partners in expressing their
concerns to a general partner of unsatisfactory performance is relevant to
the credibility of the concerns upon which they claim to rely in removing
the general partner, where the evidence shows that the concerns were
genuine, the limited partners will be found to have properly exercised
their contractual right to remove the general partner.

11. Partnership ! 370

Where credible evidence establishes that a limited partner's parent
company was genuinely dissatisfied with the general partner's
performance, it does not follow that the parent company acted in bad
faith by attempting to convince the other limited partner to join forced to
remove the general partner.
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12. Corporations (=* 307
Partnerships = 370

When the limited partners are attempting to remove a general
partner who manages and controls their property because they are no
longer satisfied with his performance, that action is similar to
shareholders voting to remove a board of directors - an action to which
fiduciary duties would not normally attach.

13. Contracts C 280(1)
Partnership ! 366

When a partnership agreement specifically addresses the rights and
duties of the partners, any fiduciary duty that might be owed by the
limited partners is satisfied by compliance with the applicable provisions
of the partnership agreement.

14. Contracts C=w 280(1)
Partnership C= 366

Absent evidence of bad faith, a general partner cannot prevent a
limited partner from removing the general partner for willful misconduct,
where the partnership agreement specifically affords the limited partner
that right.

15. Contracts ! 153
Partnership (m 366

When a partnership agreement specifically delineates the conditions
under which the limited partners are permitted to remove the general
partner, the partnership agreement sets the standard by which the limited
partners' conduct is to be measured.

16. Contracts m 168
Partnership 0 370

A court may subject the limited partners' removal power to implied
conditions that the removal determination be reasonable and made in
good faith because otherwise the subjective discretionary standard called
for by a partnership agreement would be marginalized.
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